The Effect of Early Experience on Learning and Memory in Cuttlefish

INTRODUCTION

Among invertebrates, the coleoid cephalopods (octopuses, cuttlefishes, and squids; hereafter, referred to as "cephalopods") show particularly good learning and memory abilities. These abilities, and the neurobiology associated with them, have been studied most extensively in adult Octopus vulgaris (for review, see Hanlon & Messenger, 1997; Sanders, 1975). Learning and memory abilities have been less thoroughly explored in cuttlefish (for review, see Hanlon & Messenger, 1997; Messenger, 1977) even though the common cuttlefish, Sepia officinalis, is relatively easy to rear and keep under laboratory conditions (Forsythe, DeRusha, & Hanlon, 1994; Forsythe, Hanlon, & DeRusha, 1991). Unlike Octopus vulgaris, which has planktonic hatchlings that later settle to a benthic way of life, Sepia officinalis hatchlings show the same basic behavior as adults (Boletzky, 1987; Wells, 1958, 1962); this makes a single learning paradigm applicable in this species at each different stage of its postembryonic development.

Messenger (1971) devised a simple learning protocol to test learning retention in adult cuttlefish. During training, cuttlefish were offered prey items enclosed in a glass tube. Cuttlefish normally capture mobile prey by rapidly shooting out two long tentacles. In the experimental apparatus, the cuttlefish were unable to capture the prey but, instead, hit the glass tube. During a continuous 20-min training session, the
cuttlefish showed a substantial waning of capture attempts. By using cuttlefish with their tentacles removed and a small electric shock, Messenger (1973a) demonstrated that the waning of the response during training was related to the amount of negative reinforcement received at each attempted capture. Messenger concluded that inhibition of tentacle strikes during learning was, at least partially, related to the "pain" following each hit of the tentacle clubs on the glass. After a 24-hr delay (during which the cuttlefish were starved), the cuttlefish were again presented with the prey in the glass tube. The inhibition of the predatory behavior of the cuttlefish toward the prey in the glass tube remained highly effective, demonstrating 24-hr retention of learning.

Deficiencies in acquisition processes have been reported in juvenile cuttlefish, as compared to adults (Agin, Dickel, Chichery, & Chichery, 1998; Wells, 1962). In juvenile cuttlefish, memory abilities increase throughout early and late postembryonic development (Dickel, Chichery, & Chichery, 1997, 1998; Messenger, 1973b). These developmental changes correlate with the late maturation of brain structures (vertical lobe complex) associated with visual learning and memory (Dickel et al., 1997; Messenger, 1973b; Wirz, 1954).

Rearing environment plays a crucial role in the maturation of learning and memory processes in mammalian and avian species (for reviews, see Renner & Rosenzweig, 1987; Rosenzweig & Bennett, 1996). Because this important factor has not yet been studied in invertebrates, the aim of this study is to determine the impact of different rearing conditions on subsequent retention of learning in juvenile cuttlefish.

METHODS

Animals

Cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis) hatchlings were obtained from the National Resource Center for Cephalopods at the Marine Biomedical Institute in Galveston, TX. Immediately after hatching, the cuttlefish were placed into one of two groups. In the first group ("impoverished conditions," Group IC), cuttlefish (n = 40) were individually isolated in bare, opaque plastic tanks (120 X 90 X 75 mm). They were fed ad lib during the first 2 weeks of life with mysid shrimp, and thereafter with Palaemonetes of suitable size. To accommodate the growth of the cuttlefish, the tanks were enlarged after 60 days (160 X 90 X 75 mm). In the second group ("enriched conditions," Group EC) cuttlefish (n = 40) were placed together in two opaque rectangular tanks (600 X 400 X 200 mm; n = 20 in each tank). The bottom of each tank was covered with fine sand (1–2 cm thick; enough to allow the cuttlefish to bury), and rocks, shells, and plastic seaweeds were liberally distributed throughout each tank. Cuttlefish from this second group were fed ad lib in the same manner as the impoverished group.

At 1 month of age, 13 cuttlefish from the impoverished group were transferred to enriched conditions (Group I/EC) and 12 cuttlefish from the enriched group were transferred to impoverished conditions (Group E/IC).

All cuttlefish were maintained in the same system of recirculating oxygenated seawater (a mix of natural seawater from the Gulf of Mexico and artificial seawater made from Fritz sea salts; temperature 22.5 ± 1°C; salinity 33–35 ppt). Illumination from natural light was supplemented with overhead artificial fluorescent lights from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

In addition, one further group of 20 cuttlefish was hatched and reared in standard laboratory conditions ("standard conditions," Group SC) at the National Resource Center for Cephalopods (Forsythe et al., 1994; Forsythe et al., 1991). This group was reared communally with several hundred other hatchlings in a single, barren tank (3.65 x 1.82 x 0.49 m, water temperature 20 ± 1°C; salinity 33–35 ppt). Cuttlefish were fed ad lib with shrimps of suitable size.

Experimental Procedures

The dorsal mantle lengths (DML) of the cuttlefish from Groups IC, EC, I/EC, and E/IC were measured every month with a dial caliper (0.1 mm accuracy). Growth was compared between groups using Student’s t tests for nonpaired data initially, and Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVAs followed by multiple comparisons based on a Mann–Whitney U test (Siegel & Castellan, 1988; Sokal & Rohlf, 1969). Daily growth rates used for comparisons were determined using the instantaneous coefficient of growth (Forsythe & Van Heukelem, 1987) calculated from the equation:

$$\ln(DML_2) - \ln(DML_1) = \frac{T_2 - T_1}{\ln(DML_2)}$$

where DML_2 is the mean dorsal mantle length at the age T_2 and DML_1 is the mean dorsal mantle length at the age T_1. Individual growth rates could not be computed because individuals were not tagged.

The cuttlefish reared in standard laboratory conditions (Group SC) were measured only immediately after behavioral testing. This group was not included in
comparative analyses of growth because growth rate is strongly influenced by temperature (Richard, 1971) and the water temperature for this group was consistently lower than the water temperature for the other four groups.

Cuttlefish were trained and then tested for retention of learning 24 hr later at 1 month (between 25 and 35 days of age; Groups IC30, EC30, and SC30) and at 3 months (between 83 and 97 days of age; Groups IC90, EC90, IC/EC, E/IC, and SC90). All cuttlefish were tested only once.

The experimental apparatus consisted of a small glass container enclosing several shrimp. The shrimp were kept constantly moving by a current of water. Before and after training sessions, an opaque plastic cover was placed over the glass container to hide the prey.

At the start of training sessions, cuttlefish were placed individually into test tanks (opaque tanks—120 x 90 x 75 mm at 30 days and 160 x 90 x 75 mm at 90 days) and fed normally for at least 48 hr. The glass container was then introduced, with the opaque cover in place. For the next 24 hr, the cuttlefish were underfed (only two shrimps about 20 mm length at 1 month and about 30 mm length at 3 months) to insure that the cuttlefish were hungry at the start of the trial.

The training session was begun by removing the opaque cover, allowing the cuttlefish to observe the moving, unreachable prey in the glass container. The exact time that training was considered to have commenced was the time of the first tentacle strike on the glass. Cuttlefish that did not make any attempt to capture a shrimp within the first minute were set aside, fed with two shrimps, and trained the following day.

To ensure that the same criterion of acquisition was used for all cuttlefish, the glass container was presented continuously to each cuttlefish until it made only one strike in 2 consecutive min after the 18th min (i.e., minimum duration of initial training was 20 min). At the end of the training session, the opaque cover was refitted onto the apparatus.

Retention tests were performed after 24 hr, during which time the cuttlefish were not fed. The cover was removed from the glass container so that the cuttlefish could again see the prey, and the number of tentacle strikes was recorded. The time limit for the retention test was 6 min after the first tentacle strike, or 15 min if no strike occurred.

To insure that the behavior of the cuttlefish was not inadvertently influenced by the experimenter, all acquisition and retention sessions were videotaped for later analysis (Sony camera mounted 50 cm above the test tanks and connected to a remotely located JVC monitor and Panasonic VCR).

Analysis of Behavioral Data

Only tentacle strikes were used to measure learning and retention performances because only with a tentacle strike did the cuttlefish have the opportunity to learn the negative association between strike and "pain" (Messenger, 1973a). The numbers of tentacle strikes were plotted in 3-min blocks (minimum of six 3-min blocks during training, T1 to T6, and two 3-min blocks during retention test, R1 and R2).

To evaluate the acquisition performances within groups, the number of tentacle strikes (in absolute terms) observed during T1 of the training session was compared with the number observed during T6. To evaluate 24-hr retention, the number of tentacle strikes (in absolute terms) observed during T1 was compared with the number observed during R1. For cuttlefish showing poor 24-hr retention, reacquisition was evaluated by comparing the numbers of strikes observed during T2 with the number observed during R2. In each case, the statistical significance of differences between the two time periods was evaluated using a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test for matched samples (Siegel & Castellan, 1988).

To compare acquisition and retention performances between groups, it was necessary to correct for any potential differences in the initial levels of predation of the cuttlefish reared in different conditions. Thus, numbers of tentacle strikes during T6 and R1 were expressed as a percentage of T1. In the case of multiple comparisons (for 90-day groups), a Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA was used to determine any rearing condition group effect on learning and retention. The statistical significance of differences between any two groups being compared was evaluated using multiple comparisons based on Mann–Whitney U tests (Siegel & Castellan, 1988; Sokal & Rohlf, 1969).

RESULTS

Effect of Environment on Growth

The DML of all cuttlefish were measured within 3 days of hatching (N = 80), and at 30 days (N = 77), 60 days (N = 54), and 90 days (N = 33) posthatching. The cuttlefish from Group SC (standard conditions) measured approximately 8 mm DML at hatching, 29.4 ± 0.9 mm DML at 1 month, and 57.7 ± 1.2 mm DML at 3 months.
The hatching size of cuttlefish from the IC and EC groups was approximately 8 mm DML. By Day 30, cuttlefish kept in enriched conditions (Group EC) were significantly larger than those reared in isolation, Figure 1, $t = -22.379$, $df = 75$, $p < .001$. This difference persisted throughout the study, 60 days: $U = 256$, $n_1 = n_2 = 16$, $p < .001$; 90 days: $U = 70$, $n_1 = 7$, $n_2 = 10$, $p < .01$; Figure 1.

The effect of rearing conditions on cuttlefish DML was again significant at 60 days, $H = 41.123$, $df = 3$, $p < .001$. At this time, the sizes of cuttlefish in the two switched groups (I/EC and E/IC) were similar to each other and intermediate between Groups IC and EC. Each was also significantly different in size from the group it originated from, Groups IC and I/EC: $U = 208$, $n_1 = 16$, $n_2 = 13$, $p < .001$; Groups EC and E/IC: $U = 137$, $n_1 = 9$, $n_2 = 16$, $p < .001$; Figure 1.

The effect of rearing conditions on cuttlefish DML remained significant at 90 days, $H = 23.644$, $df = 3$, $p < .001$. At this time, the two switched groups were no longer similar to each other, $U = 62$, $n_1 = n_2 = 8$, $p < .001$. The cuttlefish that had been transferred to impoverished conditions (Group E/IC) were similar in size to those reared continuously in impoverished conditions (Group IC). The cuttlefish transferred to enriched conditions had not yet reached the size of those that had been reared continuously in enriched conditions, $U = 62$, $n_1 = 10$, $n_2 = 8$, $p = .05$; Figure 1.

Daily growth rates also differed between groups.
During the 1st month, the daily growth rate was higher in Group EC (3.9%) than in Group IC (2.3%, Figure 2). During the 2nd month, the growth rate in Group E/IC was the lowest (1.7%) and in Group I/EC the highest (3.4%), with those of Groups IC and EC in-between (2.8% and 2.2%, respectively). During the 3rd month, the growth rates for Groups IC, EC, and E/IC were essentially the same (1%, 0.9%, and 0.9%, respectively) with the growth rate of Group E/IC somewhat lower (0.6%).

Correlation Between Initial Strike Rate and Total Acquisition Time

There was a small but significant positive correlation between the number of strikes observed during the first 3 min of the initial learning and the time needed to reach the criterion of acquisition, Pearson coefficient of correlation, $N = 71$, $df = 1$, $r = 0.277$, $p < .05$; Figure 3. Thus, a high initial level of strikes during training could increase the time required for acquisition.

Learning Performance

At 1 Month.

Within Groups. Cuttlefish from all three groups showed significant acquisition (comparison between T1 and T6) during the first 18 min, Group IC30: $Z = -2.556$, $n = 10$, $p < .05$; Group EC30: $Z = -2.807$, $n = 10$, $p < .01$; Group SC30: $Z = -2.814$, $n = 10$, $p < .01$; Figure 4. Retention at 24 hr (comparison between T1 and R1) was evident only for cuttlefish reared in enriched conditions, Group EC30: $Z = -2.255$, $n = 10$, $p < .05$. For Groups IC30 and SC30, reacquisition (comparison between T2 and R2) was not significantly faster than initial learning.

Between Groups. Rearing conditions had a significant effect on initial acquisition, $H = 6.954$, $df = 2$, $p < .05$, but no effect on retention at 24 hr. Acquisition (T6 expressed as a percentage of T1) was significantly better for Group SC30 than for the other two groups (Figure 5; IC30 and SC30: $U = 81.5$, $n_1 = n_2 = 10$, $p < .05$; EC30 and SC30: $U = 77$, $n_1 = n_2 = 10$, $p < .05$, whereas retention (R1 expressed as a percentage of T1) was not different between the groups.

At 3 Months.

Within Groups. Acquisition (comparison between T1 and T6) was significant for all five groups, Figure 6; Group IC90: $Z = -2.556$, $n = 7$, $p < .05$; Group EC90: $Z = -2.684$, $n = 9$, $p < .01$; Group I/EC: $Z = -2.366$, $n = 8$, $p < .05$; Group E/IC: $Z = -2.53$, $n = 8$, $p < .05$; Group SC90: $Z = -2.67$, $n = 9$, $p < .01$. Only the cuttlefish kept in enriched conditions for at least 2 months (Groups EC90 and I/EC) and those from standard conditions (Group SC90) displayed significant retention, comparison between T1 and R1; Group EC90: $Z = -2.536$, $n = 9$, $p < .05$; Group I/EC: $Z = -2.536$, $n = 9$, $p < .05$; Group SC90: $Z = -2.374$, $n = 9$, $p < .05$. Of the two groups that did not display any apparent retention at 24 hr (Groups IC90 and E/IC), only cuttlefish reared for 3 months in impoverished conditions (IC90) displayed

![FIGURE 3](image.png) Number of tentacle strikes during T1 (initial 3-min block of training) plotted against the total time needed to reach the criterion of acquisition. All data were standardized. Linear trendline was added. All animals pooled ($N = 71$).
FIGURE 4 Training (T1–T6) and retention (R1–R2) curves of 1-month-old cuttlefish during the first 18 min of the training. Groups IC30 = impoverished conditions, EC30 = enriched conditions, SC30 = standard conditions. Asterisk indicates significant difference with the initial 3-min block of training (T1, Wilcoxon test for matched paired data, \( p < .05 \)). Vertical bars indicate SEM.

FIGURE 5 Tentacle strikes observed during the sixth 3-min block of training (T6) and the first 3-min block of retention test (R1) at 1 month (expressed as a percentage the number of strikes during the first 3-min block of training, T1). Vertical bars indicate SEM.
significant improvement in acquisition, comparison between T2 and R2; $Z = -1.980$, $n = 7$, $p < .05$.

**Between Groups.** At 3 months, a significant effect of rearing condition on acquisition was found within the first 18 min of training, $H = 9.942$, $df = 4$, $p < .05$. Cuttlefish from Group E/IC showed significantly poorer acquisition (comparison between T1 and T6) than either Group EC90, $U = 10.5$, $n1 = 8$, $n2 = 9$, $p < .05$, or Group SC90, $U = 63$, $n1 = 8$, $n2 = 9$, $p < .001$, Figure 7.

Differences between groups in retention perform-

**FIGURE 6** Training and retention curves of 3-month-old cuttlefish during the first 18 min of the training. Groups IC90 = impoverished conditions, EC90 = enriched conditions, I/EC = impoverished/enriched conditions, E/IC = enriched/impoverished conditions, SC90 = standard conditions. Asterisk indicates significant difference with the initial 3-min block of training (T1, Wilcoxon test for matched paired data, $p < .05$). $^*$ indicates significant improvement in reacquisition (T2–R2), evaluated only when retention (T1–R1) is insignificant. Vertical bars indicate SEM.

**FIGURE 7** Tentacle strikes observed during the sixth 3-min block of training (T6) and the first 3-min block of retention test (R1) at 3 months (expressed as a percentage the number of strikes during the first 3-min block of training, T1). Vertical bars indicate SEM.
ances appeared pronounced but appeared only margin-
ally significant, $H = 8.822, df = 4, p = .066$. Cuttle-
fish reared continuously in enriched conditions (Group
EC90) showed significantly better retention (compar-
ison between T1 and R1) than those reared in impov-
erished conditions, either continuously, Group IC90;
$U = 12.5, n_1 = 9, n_2 = 7, p < .05$, or for the last 2
months, Group E/IC, $U = 13, n_1 = 9, n_2 = 8, p < 
.05$. Retention was also better for cuttlefish that had
been shifted from impoverished to enriched conditions
(Group I/EC) than those that had been in impoverished
conditions continuously. Group IC90; $U = 45, n_1 = 
7, n_2 = 8, p < .05$. Retention performances for cut-
tlefish in standard conditions (SC90) did not differ sig-
nificantly from those reared continuously in either en-
riched (EC90) or impoverished (IC90) conditions.

Comparison Between 1 and 3 Months. No significant
improvement in acquisition (comparison between T1
and T6) with age was found for any group (Figures 5
and 7).

Improvement in retention with age was significant
for Group EC, enriched conditions; $U = 72, n_1 = 10,$
n_2 = 9, $p < .05$, marginally significant for Group SC,
standard conditions: $U = 68, n_1 = 10, n_2 = 9, p = 
.066$, and insignificant for Group IC (impoverished
conditions). No significant improvement in retention
was found between cuttlefish reared in enriched con-
ditions (Group EC30) and those transferred to impov-
erished conditions (Group E/IC), or between those
reared in impoverished conditions (Group IC30) and
those transferred to enriched conditions (Group I/EC).

DISCUSSION

Effect of Environment on Growth

Growth was faster among cuttlefish reared in enriched,
social conditions. This result is consistent with previ-
ous research demonstrating faster growth in group-
reared cuttlefish than in isolated cuttlefish (Warnke,
1995). This difference in growth cannot be a result of
differences in cuttlefish density (ratio between animal
and tank surface areas, Richard, 1971). During the 1st
month, the tank surface area per cuttlefish was initially
144 cm² for cuttlefish from Group IC and 120 cm² for
cuttlefish from Group EC. During that same period,
Group IC showed an increase in DML of approximately
99% (mean DML from 8 ± 0.1 mm to 16 ± 0.2 mm) whereas Group EC showed an increase of
DML of nearly 219% (mean DML from 7.9 ± 0.1 mm
to 25.4 ± 0.4 mm).

Consequently, the relative density of Group EC was
higher throughout this period than it was for Group
IC, yet Group EC grew more. Furthermore, cuttlefish
from Group IC showed an increasing growth rate dur-
ing the first 2 months of life even though the relative
space in their tanks decreased (Figure 2).

The growth rate of our cuttlefish appears instead to
be strongly related to the environment of rearing. The
presence of conspecifics could induce, by competition
and/or recruitment, an increase in alimentary motiva-
tion ("social facilitation"). During the 1st month of
life, Warnke (1995) found a decrease in latency to at-
tack a prey and a higher number of prey items caught
among cuttlefish reared with conspecifics as compared
with those raised in isolation. The relatively high
growth rate of cuttlefish from Group I/EC after being
moved to enriched conditions and the decreased
growth rate of cuttlefish from Group E/IC after being
moved to impoverished conditions supports this hy-
thesis (Figures 1 and 2).

Experimental Methods for Assessment of
Learning

The number of tentacle strikes displayed in the present
study was higher than that observed in previous stud-
ies, both at the beginning of training (T1: 8.4 ± 0.4
strikes during the 1st min, 15.7 ± 0.5 strikes during
the first 3 min, all cuttlefish pooled, $N = 71$; as com-
pared with Agin et al., 1998; Dickel et al., 1998; Mes-
senger, 1973a, 1973b) during T6 (as compared with
Messenger, 1973a using adults and the same protocol
of learning) and during retention trials (as compared
with Dickel et al., 1998 using juvenile cuttlefish). Wa-
ter temperature during experiments can strongly affect
the predatory behavior of the cuttlefish (Boucaud-Ca-
mou & Pequignat, 1973). In the present experiment
the water temperature was relatively high for the IC,
EC, I/EC, and E/IC groups (22.5 ± 1°C as compared
with 15–20°C in Messenger, 1973a and 20 ± 1°C in
Dickel et al., 1998) and may explain both high initial
levels of predation and slower acquisition of the task,
as compared with previously published data.

Figure 3 shows that there was a significant, positive
relationship between initial levels of attempted cap-
tures and the time needed to reach the criterion of ac-
quisition. To assure the same level of acquisition for
all cuttlefish, in this study each cuttlefish was required
to reach a criterion of initial training prior to the re-
tention test (only one strike in 2 consecutive min after
the 18th min). This criterion differed from that used
in previous studies (a fixed period of 20 min for ac-
cquisition; Agin et al., 1998; Dickel et al., 1998; Mes-
criterion such as this is important when comparing re-
tention performances of cuttlefish of different ages, or reared under different environments or water temperatures.

The improvement in reacquisition found for Group IC90 (Figure 6, T2 and R2) indicates that even when the level of predation at the beginning of the retention test (R1) does not differ from that displayed at the beginning of training (T1; classically no retention; Messenger, 1971, 1973a, 1973b, 1977; Chichery & Chichery, 1992; Dickel et al., 1998), the forgetting of the task could be only partial. Thus, a simple comparison of the level of predation at the beginning of the training (T1) with predation at the beginning of the retention (R1) test can be an insufficient measure of 24-hr retention.

Learning Performances: Environment and Development

Effect of the Environment of Rearing on Training and Retention. Early experience clearly influences both acquisition and retention performances. For example, at 1 month of age, cuttlefish reared in enriched conditions (Group EC30) displayed significant retention performances at 24 hr whereas cuttlefish reared in impoverished conditions (Group IC30) and standard conditions (Group SC30) did not (Figure 4). The differences between groups at 1 month increased further at 3 months, with cuttlefish from the enriched group (Group EC90) displaying significantly better retention performances than those reared in any of the other groups (Figures 6 and 7).

Differences in acquisition and retention cannot be linked to the size of the cuttlefish. For example, cuttlefish from Group EC30 were smaller than those in Group IC90 (Figure 1), yet Group EC30 displayed significant 24-hr-retention performances (Figures 4 and 6) whereas Group IC90 did not. Thus, memory capacities appear related more closely to early experience than to cuttlefish size.

Effect of the Rearing Environment on Improvement in Retention. There was a substantial improvement in retention between 1 and 3 months for Group EC. The improvement in retention for Group SC was less pronounced (Figures 4 and 6). The presence of numerous conspecifics in the large but barren tank (standard conditions) during the 1st month of life (Group SC30) was not sufficient to obtain the level of memory abilities found in Group EC. These results have some implications for learning research using laboratory-cultured juvenile cuttlefish. In that way, it seems that rearing environment of the subjects has to be carefully considered. In particular, the additional presence of sand and obstacles (rocks, seaweed; Group EC) appears to have provided a superior environment for the development and refinement of behavior associated with predation. Detouring around obstacles during the pursuit of prey quite likely involves some visual memory processes (Dickel et al., 1997; Messenger, 1977; Sanders & Young, 1940) whereas the possibility of burrowing could allow for the development of different strategies of hunting.

Cuttlefish raised continuously in isolation (IC group) did not show such improvement in retention of learning with age. In the IC group, forgetting was only partial at three months, however because reacquisition was faster at 3 months than at 1 month (Figures 4 and 6). Surprisingly, cuttlefish reared for 1 month in enriched conditions (displaying significant 24-hr retention, Group EC30, Figure 4) did not show significant retention after they were moved to impoverished conditions (Group E/IC, Figure 6). Thus, impoverishment of the environment during the 2nd and 3rd months of life appears to reduce previously acquired memory capacities. Conversely, cuttlefish reared for 1 month in impoverished conditions (displaying no significant retention, Group IC30, Figure 4) were able to, at least partially, overcome previous memory deficits (Group I/EC, Figure 6).

In conclusion, memory formation and growth in cuttlefish is greatly affected by the conditions under which the animals are reared, particularly during the 2nd and/or 3rd months posthatching. Thus, cuttlefish are interesting and useful subjects for the study of the ontogeny of memory during development and the plasticity of memory when development occurs in different environments.
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